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Beginning with the assertion that the presence of an outside gaze creates a performative action
upon an individual, this work explores what is taken and what is given in the exchange between
watching and being watched. It focuses on the perceptions of strength and weakness experienced
in holding the attention of another. What happens if one does not remain in places where one is
strongest? What strength is revealed in the act of subjugation? Through the lens of the female
body on stage We Do Our Best investigates the performer’s position as an entity to be
commanded, to be looked at, to be exposed.

“An at o my i s d estiny ”
Drawing from my experience performing in vastly different types of work over many years, my
anatomical and neuroscience studies and an investigation of body postures, fashion and film
during the political movements of the 60’s, I am attempting to understand what is intrinsic to how
we perceive and experience power on stage. The highly choreographic film Playtime (1967), by
Jacques Tati, was an initial well of visual information as well as a kinesthetic reference for this work.
This led to examinations both into the political climate and changes occurring in fashion during this
era, which revealed a strong accordance with shifts in female physical comportment. Using this
connection between postures resulting from an external gaze and the physical and neurological act
of performing on stage, we set to work in attempt to create a more intuitive means to participate
inside of a theatrical structure.

The current image of a woman is overloaded with a ceaseless renegotiation of position. A narrative
we continuously recreate and edit based off of visual and social cues. This piece proposes a
starting point wherein the observer creates an image in the absence of any visual cues. The
suffusing sound and vibrations of what is perhaps an old air filtration system launches the
performance, followed by the clicking of several women walking in high-heeled shoes that seem to
approach and retreat. Eventually one woman walks into the space, poised and staid, dressed in
60’s Yves Saint Laurent-style tailleur. She instantly conjures a recognizable image to match the
one created from the sound alone. Yet once she fully arrives there is a shift in her presence, her
gaze, her body carriage. Her intention is nearly imperceptible except that the earlier narrative of
observation can no longer be employed. She is ultimately joined on stage by another woman and
then another, each passing through very quiet states that loudly interact with those observing them
through exchanged scrutiny. While building a reality inside the inescapable make-believe of a
theatrical context, the piece then suddenly proposes a very brief theatrical piece inside of itself. A
synchronized choreography and text, pursuing a traditional type of perfection and detail, arises to
temporarily appease a tension. With the atmosphere now shifted from this awkward arrival, the
piece then pushes to find its way back to brave exposure and exchange inside the observed
observer observing its observed observers. The performance continues to employ methods of
diverting from the anticipated path while thrusting the performers into places where both
subjugation and triumph lie in ugliness as much as in beauty.
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